
 

Land to Rear of Vale Lodge, SE23 2LG: DC/22/127159 - Local Meeting  

Monday 10th October 2022 @ Microsoft Teams meeting 

 

The Local Meeting was held virtually on Microsoft Teams. Four residents logged on to the call. Ward 

Councillor for Perry Vale - John Paschoud, Chaired the meeting. Senior planning officer Samuel James 

represented the Planning Service, and the applicant’s planning agents Alex Bateman and Justin Copper 

of Mohsin Coper represented the applicant.  

Meeting opened 19:00 

First Councillor Paschoud introduced the meeting to discuss planning application DC/22/127159. The 

purpose of this meeting was to allow residents to ask questions of, and put their views to, the 

developer and Council officers. The planning officer reminded residents of a similar local meeting for 

the previous application at this site (reference: DC/20/119245) and stated the development presented 

at that meeting was identical to the current proposal. It was noted that following that meeting the 

applicant revised the proposal, to include four parking spaces, rather than the one space that had 

been presented at the meeting. This application was subsequently refused by the Council on 20th May 

2022 for a single reason relating to the proposed over provision of car parking spaces as the four 

spaces proposed are considered by planning officers to be contrary to the Lewisham Development 

Plan. The current proposal now again proposes one parking space, and this is the only difference 

compared to the previous iteration which was refused earlier this year. In their assessment, planning 

officers must now only consider the issue of whether the previous reason for refusal, relating to over-

provision of car parking has been overcome, as there are no other material differences between the 

previous refusal and current application. 

The applicant’s architect gave a brief recap of the scheme, reiterating the previous application was 

refused for a single reason relating to car parking, the application had been submitted in response to 

that reason, and that the Council should now only consider this element of the proposal in their 

assessment. 

Councillor Paschoud then started to take questions. The discussion is summarised below:  

Resident expressed disappointment that we were essentially discussing the same proposal that we 

did last time, and stated that parking was never an issue for the Vale Lodge Management Company 

and that the proposed provision of parking is not sufficient. Stated that in the previous meeting it was 

disappointing that many questions were not answered, for example with relation to refuse 

management, and would this be the case for the current meeting?  How will the refuse management 

work, and what are the various bin drops shown on the plans for?  

Mr Bateman, reiterated that the current application had been submitted in response to the previous 

refusal, for which the single refusal reason related to parking and did not relate to the refuse storage. 

He stated that the Council had previously made decisions, on the basis of previous appeal decisions, 

which stated the refuse management could be controlled through condition, and that it would be 

unreasonable of the Council to now raise issue with this approach. He stated the applicant could 

appeal and win costs against the Council if there were a refusal based upon something which could be 

controlled by condition. Therefore a refuse management plan has not been produced, as it would be 

produced following grant of permission in support of a refuse management condition.  

Cllr Paschoud stated in his experience it was normal for things such as refuse management to be 

reserved by condition and these things are usually dealt with satisfactorily in this manner. The resident 



asked whether they would be consulted on the refuse management plan condition application. Cllr 

Paschoud stated that there is not generally resident consultation for these kind of application relating 

to condition, and the resident stated for the record that they wanted to be consulted on the refuse 

management plan condition.  

The resident had an additional question relating to the proposed plans, which show amendments to 

the access road, and a new turning head within the site. This was removed in the previous application 

but is now back. Mr Bateman confirmed this was a mistake, and that the plans will be substituted. The 

turning head is not supposed to form part of the current proposal and this will be amended. The 

planning officer confirmed that the correct plans would be uploaded ASAP. 

Another resident reiterated the concerns relating to refuse management, as the plans show bins on 

Vale Lodge land, and off of the application site. It would also cause safety issues on the access. Cllr 

Paschoud stated that we had likely dealt with the issue of refuse management as much as we can in 

this meeting, but it will likely be explored by members at the decision making committee.  

Another resident asked about the process for determining application for discharge of refuse 

management plan condition. Cllr Paschoud outlined the process as he understands it, and stated it 

was common to reserve details to condition. The resident asked who is responsible for producing the 

management plan and if they would be consulted on the refuse management plan. The planning 

officer confirmed that residents generally are not consulted on applications to discharge condition 

due to their technical nature, but highway officers would ensure the plans were acceptable in 

highways safety terms. He noted that on occasion Councillors at committee have requested interested 

parties be consulted on discharge of condition application, where these are contentious. The resident 

reiterated the point that the refuse situation will be difficult to manage and it could get 

messy/disruptive if this is not considered correctly and they wanted to be consulted on this.  

Another resident raised concern there are 3 sites shown for bin storage on the proposed plan, and 

two of these are outside of the application site as shown on the red-line site plan, how can they apply 

for permission for something off of their development site. Cllr Paschoud stated that the site 

ownership is not in the scope of planning assessment, but is a separate legal consideration. The 

planning officer stated that applicants are free to apply for planning permission on land they do not 

necessarily own, as ownership is not a planning consideration. The resident asked how it could be 

procedurally possible to apply for something that is off of the proposed development site, as the bin 

store areas seem to be a separate development area. The planning officer reiterated that the applicant 

was free to apply for permission on any piece of land, and the local planning authority’s job was to 

determine if the proposals are acceptable in regards to planning policy, and not the legalities of where 

the proposed bin stores would be located with regard to land ownership. 

A resident asked who would be responsible for discharging planning conditions if the site were sold 

following grant of permission. The planning officer stated that it was the developer who would be 

responsible, and that the Council planning enforcement team would take action against any breaches 

of planning permission. 

Another resident stated they would like to see improvement to the site, such as lighting and surface 

improvements, as well as fencing between the amenity space and the access road for safety. 

Furthermore construction working hours should be restricted. Planning officer confirmed he had 

received the residents’ concerns in writing, and these had been noted. 

Councillor Paschoud explained the process going forwards to planning committee, everyone who 

commented will be invited to this meeting. He thanked the meeting participants and drew the meeting 

to a close. 

Meeting Closed 20:01 


